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“Don't be warped - trawl for fish, not birds”

Baffler on FV Amaltal Enterprise

Westland Petrels. During daylight 
hours there were always a few 

Recently I was very fortunate to 
hundred birds following the 

be the guest of the skipper and 
vessel with the largest number 

crew of the 'Amaltal Enterprise'. I From the desk of Admiral Albert Ross, being cape pigeons. There were 
was assisting John Cleal of the MBE (Mighty Big Eater) no known interactions with the 
Deepwater Group and Richard 

fishing gear because the vessel There's several important seasonal O'Driscol and Rosie Hurst of 
puts all offal to the fishmeal plant changes about to happen; firstly the NIWA to undertake a hoki 
and apart from the “stick water” Royals have just lodged the flight plan codend retention experiment on 
discharge and the factory sump waiting for those favourable winds to take the Chatham Rise. Over 13 days 
pump discharges only the small-us the 4000 nautical miles, that's 7500 km we worked hard carrying 12 and 
est morsels were left for the birds. for you “landlubbers” to South America. a half tonnes of hoki in fish bins 
The bird bafflers were also very 

around the vessel and factory. 
My scouts have confirmed the fishing effective with very few birds going 

We also measured a random 
fleet has just placed the new seabird under or around them to access 

sample of over 17,000 fish 
vessel management plans, (VMP’s) on the back of the vessel. 

(that's 10 kilometers of hoki end 
each vessel ready for the Hoki season, 

to end!). The crew (all nick- I have heard people call all these these new VMP’s provide for year round 
named “Herb”) were welcoming birds “seagulls” but personally it seabird procedures and replace the old 
and extremely tolerant of us. was a privilege to watch the huge VMP’s used for the last two squid  

wanderers and royals soar seasons. Luckily I did have some time 
millimeters above the waves and 

between tows and after my 12-
I hear some of the vessel managers are pass by me a meter in front of the 

hour shift ended, to observe the 
working hard to improve the offal holding ships prow. They are great to 

behavior of seabirds around the 
& batching capacities stopping us watch and using a seabird guide 

vessel and its Bird Baffler. There 
snacking between meals, bugger! to see if the bird floating outside 

was a good variety of species 
your porthole is a southern or 

I had “Geek Tross” hack into the out there including Cape 
northern royal or a Bullers or 

Deepwater Group’s seabird web site, pigeons, White capped, Bullers, 
Salvins albatross can be very 

don't tell anyone but here's a link to see a A n t i p o d e a n  a n d  R o y a l  
rewarding.

draft template copy of the new VMP, go A l b a t r o s s e s ,  G i a n t  a n d  
to:  www.albertross.co.nz 

Just as well were are off for the winter, as 
its going to get much harder around here 
to get those “free feeds” damn sight 
easier to get free feeds in South America, 
damn sight more risky, but there's plenty 
of feeds to go around. What!

Just to give you “landlubber's” an idea of 
the cousins flight plans: the Bullers from 
the Snares Islands head East to Chile, 
the White Cap's from the Auckland 
Islands head West to Aussie and South 
Africa, the Salvins from the Bounty 
Islands head to Peru, and millions of 
Muttonbirds from the Titi Islands head 
north to Japan and California 

Thanks to Mike Jackman & Greg Lydon 
for their words.

Chow Albert

Seabirds on the Chatham Rise - 
Greg Lydon, SeaFIC



Mike Jackman, Master FV Paerangi

The wonder of the Giant Albatross, on 
the wing sitting back from the rest of 
the bustling, bickering bunch but still 
maintaining its regal status and always 
having whatever titbit it desired. 
Unfortunately there was always the 
occasional fatality in those less 
enlightened days but nothing mali-
cious and I've often seen the roughest 
toughest decky, tenderly release a 
wayward sea bird from the deck. Of 
late though, changes in fishing prac-
tices have recognised the place of the 
seabirds in the New Zealand EEZ 
fisheries, in an environment of 
increased awareness. Bottom long 
liners started the move to reduce 
incidental catches of seabirds and 
were so successful they received 

worldwide recognition for it. The trawl now, do not discard any offal, at any 
fishery also recognised its responsi- time we are undertaking trawling 
bility to minimise incidental seabird operations, use Tori lines 100% of 
captures and bought out a Seabird the time and annually review our 
Vessel Management Plan in 2005, mitigation procedures and effi-
which covers the trawl fisheries of the ciency. I believe these measures 
NZ EEZ. Goals were set, information and a heightened awareness have 
gathered and management plans reduced the incidental catch of 
introduced. A variety of visual bird seabirds on my vessel. We have 
deterrents were invented, tried and come a long way from those simple 
perfected with the Carey device as and unenlightened days, no doubt 
an example, again winning world have further to go to perfect the 
acclaim for is simplicity and effective- minimisation of seabird interac-
ness. Tori lines, acoustic devices and tions, but feel good that I have, in a 
water sprays were all tested to keep very small  way, improved our 
birds away from the business end of interaction with the seabirds. 
the trawlers. I was involved in an offal 
management trial last year and this 
highlighted to me the number of 
interactions with sea birds that can 
occur. Our task was to study the 
effects of discarding offal, discarding 
minced offal and not discarding any 
offal at all. It quickly became appar-
ent that whenever there was a food 
source, the population of sea birds 
quickly increased around the over-
board chute, which in turn increased 
their risk of interacting with the 
trawling operation. By the end of the 
21-day trial, it didn't take a NIWA 
statistician to work out that no food 
meant few or no birds around the 
ship and more importantly around 
the business end of the ship. We 

WHICH COUSIN OF 
MINE IS THIS?

The cousin of last month:
Southern Giant Petrel -white morph

Recorded as bycatch in tuna 
fisheries in NZ and Australia, only 

breeds on one NZ island.

If you know the name of this bird then email 
your answer, name, postal address and 

date of publication to 
albertross@fishinfo.co.nz

BE IN TO WIN: Albert Ross’ cap 
and the “Field Guide to New 

Zealand Seabirds”

DID YOU KNOW?

King Shag is rare with only a total 
population of about 500 birds. 
They breed on a few small islands 
in outer Marlborough Sounds.

New Zealand's albatrosses 
include two species of royal 
albatross. 
The northern royal albatross 
breeds on the Chatham Islands 
and at Taiaroa Head on the Otago 
Peninsula, one of only two places 
in the world where albatrosses 
breed on the mainland. 
The southern species breeds on 
the subantarctic Auckland and 
Campbell Islands. 
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